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NEWS/SNIPPETS:

WEEKLY RADIO SHOW
Let us know if you would like to
appear on the Money Demystified
show to share your story or invite
guests to be interviewed by the host
Tony Byrne!

Your support is important to us, so please go to
https://www.spreaker.com/show/money-demystified
to access the previous shows and share with your friends and
family who may benefit from them.

CHOLPON’S 80 MILES RUN FOR UKRAINE!
Since March, Cholpon has been raising money for Ukraine with 80
miles run over 3 months. She successfully completed the challenge.
So far she has achieved 70% of her target of £1000. Let’s do what
we can to help this noble cause! To donate please see the link
below:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/cholpon-djanuzakova

SME AWARDS

Find our YouTube
channel and subscribe
with the link below:

We are delighted to
share that we have
been nominated for the
Best Customer Service
award in the SME MK
and Buckinghamshire
Business Awards 2022!

https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCY1S5qrSFMRK6BF2yvqCH-A
Our YouTube channel offers a wide variety of
useful financial tips and advice to help you be
smarter with your money!
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HOW TO INCREASE YOUR
BUSINESS PROFITS BY
INVESTING IN YOUR STAFF
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McDonald’s founder Ray Kroc once said “Look after the customer and the business will take care of
itself.” I’m not exactly sure when he said this but it was probably in the seventies. Obviously, times
have moved on a great deal since then.
Today it is no longer a case of simply looking after your customers. It is far more encompassing
than that. The most successful businesses globally look after all of their stakeholders, not just their
customers. Stakeholders include customers, suppliers, employees, shareholders, the environment
and the community. Such a stakeholder inclusive philosophy has been proven to work in the book
Firms of Endearment. Such businesses outperform their peers by 2% a month meaning that they
double in value every 3 years. Quite a remarkable feat I am sure you will agree.
One interesting revelation in the book was that by looking after your staff very well by paying them
above-average salaries, providing generous benefits, a lot of training, flexible hours and so on, your
business became far more profitable. At first sight, this appears counter-intuitive. How can you
increase your costs yet increase your profits significantly?
The reason for this is because you have highly trained and loyal employees. This saves your
business a huge amount of money in terms of recruitment, training and productivity. Well trained
and experienced employees are far more productive. Less advertising is required because customer
service is so good, customers become more loyal and they, in turn, become your greatest “word of
mouth” advocates to new customers. It’s a virtuous circle.

So if anything it is a case of looking after your employees so that they look after your
customers. A far more modern approach than Ray Kroc’s one in my opinion.
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HOW TO BEAT INFLATION
RESOUNDINGLY (AS AN
INVESTOR)
Inflation around the world has started to soar
again. As a young man of the seventies I
remember only too well how devastating inflation
was. It averaged in the teens for the entire
decade. Can you believe it?

There are four main asset classes which are;

There are a number of lessons to be learned
from the seventies as an investor. The main
one of which was to invest in so-called real
assets. In other words, assets that are capable of
maintaining and beating inflation.

•	Property (commercial property - offices, retail
and industrial)
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• Cash (bank and Building Society accounts)
•	Bonds (corporate bonds and government
stocks)

• Equities (shares)
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The only two real assets are equities and property.
In times of rising inflation, all things being equal,
you should seriously consider investing the largest
proportion of your investable assets into these
two areas. This does of course presuppose you
are investing long term, 10 years or more, and you
have the right attitude to investment risk.

Bonds produce income in the form of interest
and have the potential for capital gain (unlikely
presently) or capital loss (likely currently). The
income yield from bonds is very low currency, like
cash, so you are losing money in real terms by
about 5% a year typically and you are highly likely
to experience an actual capital loss in value, let
alone the impact of inflation.

With UK inflation (CPI) at 9.1% p.a. at the time of
writing and interest rates from bank and Building
Society accounts typically less than 1% p.a. it
means you are losing approximately 8% a year in
real terms (inflation adjusted).

Whilst these are the four main assets
recommended by financial planners there
are others worth a mention. For example,
commodities are worthy of a mention. The
demand for commodities is likely to rise
substantially over the next few years and the price
is likely to rise too. As for precious metals such
as gold, the price of these should rise significantly
over the next few years too. Read my blog on
gold.

As for bonds, well I consider them a lost cause at
this stage of the economic cycle. As interest rates
rise, and they could well rise a lot over the next
2-3 years, the value of bonds will plummet. In my
opinion, it is inevitable.

https://wealthandtax.co.uk/why-you-should-invest-in-gold-right-now-as-its-future-glisters/
So there you have it. How can you benefit from investing in real assets and avoid investing in
bonds and cash? Well, by investing in the Discretionary Fund Management service run by our
sister company Minerva Money Management of course.
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SEVEN CHANGES TO YOUR
PERSONAL FINANCES AND
HOW TO TACKLE THEM
IHT THRESHOLD AND MAIN-RESIDENCE
NIL-RATE BAND FROZEN AT £325,000 AND
£175,000

There are seven important personal finance
changes that were introduced in April.
There have been large changes which mean that
consumers face higher taxes, bigger bills and
increasing costs from April. I am going to take a
look at some of the key changes which started
hitting people’s pockets and how investors can
protect themselves from tax increases.

As the price of shares and houses rise, a frozen
IHT threshold will start to bite into estates. The
Treasury expects the freezing of the IHT allowance
to bring in an extra £1 billion between now and
2026, so it will be a substantial burden for those
estates which grow in value in the next few years.

1. TAX ALLOWANCES FROZEN FOR 4
TAX YEARS

2. NEW SOCIAL CARE TAX
National Insurance increases by 1.25 percentage
points for employees in April, and 1.25% for
employers too. The government is expecting to
raise £12.7 billion on this measure in the next tax
year alone, to be spent on health and social care
services.

Freezing allowances while inflation rises sharply
actually equates to reducing incomes and wealth
in real terms.
PERSONAL TAX ALLOWANCE FROZEN AT
£12,570
Probably the biggest change is that the personal
tax-free allowance is frozen at £12,570 and the
higher rate Income Tax threshold will be frozen
at £50,270. The Treasury forecast this will cost
taxpayers £1.6 billion in the tax year beginning
April 2022, and a total of £19.2 billion by 2026.

3. DIVIDEND TAX RATE INCREASES
As part of the new social care tax measures, the
Treasury is also increasing the dividend tax by
1.25% in April, so that the tax rises as follows.
•	Basic rate taxpayers rise from 7.5% to 8.75%.

PENSIONS LIFETIME ALLOWANCE FROZEN AT
£1,073,100

•	Higher rate taxpayers rise from 32.5% to
33.75%.

While freezing the pension lifetime allowance at
just over £1 million might sound like a relatively
minor move aimed at the wealthiest in society,
large swathes of middle Britain are now at risk of
being dragged into its net.

•	Additional rate taxpayers rise from 38.1% to
39.35%.
This measure is expected to raise £1.3 billion in
the coming tax year and will hit company directors
who draw an income in dividends, as well as
investors who haven’t wrapped income-producing
assets in an ISA or SIPP. Taxpayers will still be
allowed £2,000 of dividends tax-free, but anything
above that will be taxable.

CGT ALLOWANCE FROZEN AT £12,300
The group probably most at risk from higher CGT
are landlords and second property owners, as
houses can’t be sold in chunks to realise £12,300
of profit every year, nor can they be put in an ISA.
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4. ENERGY PRICE CAP RISES

PENSION CONTRIBUTIONS

The rise in the energy price cap means the
average bill will rise by £693 a year to £1,971.
More than 22 million households will have to fork
out that extra £693 a year on average from April,
meaning that collectively, the nation’s energy bills
will rise by more than £15bn.

If you’re a higher rate taxpayer or become one
soon, a pension contribution is a good way to
reduce your tax bill. For each £800 you put in, the
government adds £200 to your pension, even if
you’re a basic rate or non-taxpayer, up to certain
limits. Higher rate taxpayers can then also knock a
further £200 off of their tax bill, which they would
normally pay when they complete their tax return.

5. NATIONAL LIVING WAGE INCREASES
TO £9.50 FOR OVER 23S

STOCKS AND SHARES ISAS

There is some good news in the raft of changes
which were introduced in April, which is that the
National Living Wage increased by 6.6%.

You don’t get upfront tax relief on a Stocks and
Shares ISA, but your investments grow free
from Capital Gains Tax and Income Tax. The
Chancellor has frozen the annual amount of gains
you can make each year before paying CGT at
£12,300 until 2026. What this means is investors
potentially pay more tax on their gains, if their
investments aren’t held in a tax shelter like an ISA.

6. VAT RATE FOR HOSPITALITY
BUSINESSES INCREASES
From 1st April the reduced rate of 12.5% for
hospitality businesses rose back up to 20%. The
cut to VAT and staggered increase back to 20%
has helped to prop up some businesses, and stop
them from raising prices, but after VAT jumped
back up in April, it’s likely many will be forced to
increase their costs, meaning a meal out or a few
nights away will cost that bit more.

LIFETIME ISA
A relatively new addition to the ISA family is the
Lifetime ISA or LISA, which provides investors
with a government top-up of 25% on annual
contributions up to £4,000 a year. Unlike a
standard ISA, you have to be under 40 to set a
Lifetime ISA up, but if you do so you can continue
contributing until your 50th birthday. The Lifetime
ISA is also more restrictive than a standard ISA,
as you can only draw on it in order to buy your first
property, or once you reach the age of 60. If you
withdraw your funds at any other time they will
be subject to a withdrawal charge of 25%, which
effectively reclaims the government top-up and
a little bit more by way of a penalty. The Lifetime
ISA can be an extremely helpful and tax-efficient
way to save for a house however, or indeed as an
alternative or supplement to a private pension for
basic rate taxpayers.

7. STATE PENSION INCREASES BY 3.1%
IN APRIL
The government chose to suspend the Triple Lock
for this tax year, which in theory would have seen
the State Pension increase by around 8% in line
with earnings. The State Pension rose by 3.1%,
in line with September’s CPI figure. As a result,
the Basic State Pension increased from £137.60
per week to £141.85 per week and the New State
Pension increased from £179.60 per week to
£185.15 per week.
HOW SAVERS AND INVESTORS CAN BEAT THE
CHANCELLOR’S STEALTH TAX RAID

BED AND ISA

With tax rises on the cards in April, savers and
investors need to pull out all the stops to keep as
much of their money sheltered from the coming
tax hike as they can. Here are some of the key
tools they can make use of to keep their tax bill
down.

This is simply funding an ISA using an existing
shareholding, but it allows you to sell an
investment up to the £12,300 CGT-free gain
limit, and buy it straight back within the ISA. So
you keep the same investment, but crystallise
some tax-free gains, and protect future gains and
dividends from tax to boot. If you want to switch
out of the investment, you can simply buy a new
fund or share in the ISA with the proceeds of the
share sale.
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VCT AND EIS SCHEMES

GIFTS BETWEEN SPOUSES AND CIVIL
PARTNERS

Investors who have used up their ISA and pension
allowances might consider VCTs and EISs to
reduce tax liabilities. These invest in very small,
often unquoted companies, so risks are high, and
liquidity is low. But they do come with notable
tax benefits. A VCT comes with 30% up front tax
relief on investment up to £200,000 per tax year,
but you must hold the investment for at least five
years to keep this benefit. Dividends and growth
are tax-free. With an EIS, you can also get 30%
income tax relief, and can defer capital gains. An
EIS is normally free from Inheritance Tax after
being held for two years too. It’s important not to
let the tax tail wag the investment dog though. If
an investment looks too risky, or unprofitable, it
shouldn’t be taken on just because it saves some
tax.

If you’re married or in a civil partnership, you can
transfer assets between you without incurring
capital gains, which can allow you to use two
lots of the £12,300 capital gains tax allowance
if you have a large gain to crystallise. That could
potentially save you £2,460 in Capital Gains Tax,
if you’re a higher rate taxpayer selling shares. You
can then potentially perform two Bed and ISAs,
sheltering up to £40,000 of investments from
future income or capital gains tax.
AIM PORTFOLIOS
The freezing of the IHT allowance at £325,000
is expected to cost taxpayers around £1 billion
over the next five years, so older investors should
give IHT ample consideration. It’s not always an
easy conversation to have with family, and it’s a
difficult tax liability to manage. Although death
and taxes are certain, their timing is not. Investing
in an AIM portfolio can help minimise inheritance
tax liabilities, by investing in qualifying AIM
companies which aren’t subject to inheritance tax
if you hold them for two years or more.

So if you are concerned about these personal finance changes there are a number of actions
you can take to limit their adverse effects on you. *
* VCTs are high-risk investments and there may be no market for the shares should you wish to
dispose of them. You may lose your capital.
Enterprise Investment Schemes (EISs) are very high-risk investments. An EIS investment is
usually concentrated in one single unquoted trading company. Often there is no market for the
shares and it may therefore be very difficult to make a disposal. There is a strong possibility of
the chosen company failing.
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TEN THINGS YOU ABSOLUTELY
MUST KNOW ABOUT YOUR
STATE PENSION IN ORDER TO
MAXIMISE IT
State pensions, like all other state benefits,
are complex to understand fully which is why
it is important to understand how to make the
most out of a very valuable source of retirement
income. Here is a list of ten things you need to
know.

4. If there is a shortfall in your state pension
forecast, consider buying extra years. If you’re
eligible and you could benefit, then consider
paying voluntary Class 3 NI contributions. The
cost is £15.85 for the 2022/23 tax year per
missing week of NI contributions equivalent to just
over £800 to buy a full year of NI credit.

1. You have to claim your state pension! You
should receive a letter from the government
no later than 2 months before you reach state
pension age telling you what to do. If you do not
claim it you do not receive it. Anecdotally we have
had cases where clients have had to wait much
longer than 2 months to receive it so do put in
your claim ASAP online, by post or by phone.

You can also transfer NI credits from one partner
to another under certain qualifying conditions to
boost your state pension.
5. If you continue working after state pension
age or have other retirement income then you
may like to consider deferring your state pension.
However, this is a calculated risk no matter how
tempting it may be in the short term.

2. Usually, you will need 35 qualifying years of
NI credits to get the full new state pension and
at least 10 years before you get any payment
at all. Usually, this means you must have paid a
minimum level of National Insurance contributions
each year. However, National Insurance (NI)
credits may be available for: time spent raising
a family and claiming child benefit, caring for
someone who is sick or has a disability, or time
spent enrolled in full-time training counts too.

Every 9 weeks of deferment results in a 1%
increase in your state pension. Defer for 12
months and the increase in your state pension is
5.8%. A not inconsiderable amount.
However, what if you were to defer your state
pension for 5 years and then die? You will have
given up approximately £45,000 (5 x c.£9,000) in
state pension which will now be lost forever.

3. You can obtain a state pension forecast at
https://www.gov.uk/check-state-pension and
check for gaps in your NI record at https://www.
gov.uk/check-national-insurance-record or by
phoning the national insurance helpline on 0300
200 3500.

The Office for National Statistics has a ‘How
Long Will My Pension Need to Last’ calculator,
which shows that on average a man aged 65 has
21 years to live and a woman aged 65 has 24
years. When you consider that the break even
point has been calculated as 17 years from when
you start drawing your deferred state pension.
What this means is that unless you have a long
life expectancy you will lose out by deferring your
state pension.
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6. You can defer your state pension after you
have started receiving it but you can only do this
once. This may be useful if for example you are
a basic rate taxpayer and you are going to face a
large tax bill for one tax year. You may decide to
defer your state pension for one year in order to
avoid Income Tax at a rate of up to 45% or even an
effective rate of 60% if your total taxable income is
between £100,000-£125,140.

9. If you have earned income and you are a higher
rate taxpayer in receipt of a state pension, why
not re-invest it into a pension up until age 75
or even consider re-investing it into higher-risk
investments such as EIS, SEIS or VCT without
such an age restriction? This would enable you to
claim back some or all of the extra tax you would
otherwise pay on your state pension.
10. The state pension age depending on your date
of birth is 66-68. The government has increased
state pension ages a lot in recent years, especially
for women who used to be able to claim their
state pensions at age 60. State pension ages
will inevitably rise even more in the years ahead.
So if you do decide to defer your state pension,
don’t commit an own goal and find that your state
pension age has suddenly been revised until a
date after you intended to stop the deferment!

7. You may decide to defer your state pension in
which case you will receive a higher amount when
you eventually take your pension as long as you
defer it for at least 5 weeks.
Your State Pension increases by the equivalent of
1% for every 5 weeks you defer. This works out as
10.4% for every 52 weeks.
8. If you emigrate from the UK just be aware that
your state pension will not necessarily continue to
be increased annually. There are more than 100
countries globally where the UK state pension
is not uprated annually such as Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, South Africa, Thailand and India.
If you move to an EU country, Switzerland or the
US your state pension will be increased annually.
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In my experience state pensions make up
a significant amount of total retirement
income, at least 50%, for most individuals
and couples. Therefore it is vital to
ensure that you maximise your state
pension and minimise the taxation of it in
order to extract the most out of it.
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Dweck explains why it’s not just our abilities and talent that
bring us success–but whether we approach them with a fixed
or growth mindset. She makes clear why praising intelligence
and ability doesn’t foster self-esteem and lead to accomplishment,
but may actually jeopardise success. With the right mindset, we can
motivate our kids and help them to raise their grades, as well as reach
our own goals–personal and professional. Dweck reveals what all great
parents, teachers, CEOs, and athletes already know: how a simple idea
about the brain can create a love of learning and a resilience that is the
basis of great accomplishment in every area.
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has lost money after investing in a company backed by
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-Master skills to reduce stress and live happier through over
100+ evidence-based stories from the clinical team
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MEET CHOLPON DJANUZAKOVA
INTERVIEW

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN AT WEALTH
AND TAX?
I joined in the beginning of February 2018 as a
paraplanner so it has been nearly 4.5 years.

HOW HAS YOUR ROLE CHANGED SINCE
JOINING WEALTH AND TAX?
Unbeknown to me, I started making small changes
to the operational side of the business by improving
how the business is run. This included business
development, creating and building relationships with
business connections, making sure that systems
and procedures are up to date, developing marketing
strategies and implementing them. After I got my
CII Diploma Level 4 in Regulated Financial Planning,
I started advising clients as a qualified financial
planner and helping them to achieve their goals.

WHAT DO YOU ENJOY THE MOST ABOUT YOUR ROLE?
Building long term relationships and trust with our existing and new clients. The other area
is business development and marketing by leading and implementing the projects. Providing
support and encouragement to our team to develop and reach their goals.

TELL ME ABOUT BECOMING A TOP-RATED FINANCIAL ADVISER 2022 FOR
RECEIVING 5 OUT OF 5 REVIEWS
I am very proud that I have started collecting client and first impression reviews on Vouchedfor
and receiving my first top-rated financial adviser status which was distributed nationally in the
Times in March 2022.
I’d like to thank those who left reviews, it would not be possible without you.
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OUTSIDE OF WORK, WHAT HOBBIES AND PASTIMES DO YOU ENJOY?
I love cooking healthy meals for my family and exercising regularly. If you do these two things
right everything falls into place. Then, salsa comes into the equation where you exercise
without knowing and it is a lot of fun. Lastly, but not least, I enjoy golf.

ALSO, CAN YOU TELL ME MORE ABOUT YOUR “80 MILES FOR UKRAINE RUN”?
I definitely can say that it has been an incredible journey where I was so energised and almost
obsessed with it in a positive way. It would not be possible without our valued clients, my
connections, friends and family so I thank them all. I did a lot of volunteering work in the past too
and I am applying to the Milton Keynes Community Foundation to become a fund raiser. Wealth And
Tax Management donated quite a significant amount over the past 5 years to this charity to support
projects for financial education.
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
31ST JULY 2022: THE SECOND PAYMENT OF TAX ON ACCOUNT
FOR THE 2021/2022 TAX YEAR WILL BE DUE.
30TH SEPTEMBER 2022: OLD £20 AND £50 NOTES WITHDRAWN.
5TH OCTOBER 2022: REGISTER FOR SELF-ASSESSMENT DEADLINE.
31ST OCTOBER 2022: THE DEADLINE FOR SUBMITTING A PAPER
TAX RETURN FOR 2021/22.
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